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Commentary
Advantages of options writing
Most investors are unaware of the benefits of covered call writing or naked put writing vs. owning stocks out right. The advantages of writing
options vs. owning stocks out right are substantial. To illustrate the advantages I will use data provided by the Chicago Board of Options
Exchange (CBOE). The CBOE published two indexes of option writing on the S&P 500 with data going back to July 1986.
The BXM index tracks being long the S&P 500 while writing the at-the-money one month call options on that index. At-the-money means
writing the nearest strike above the S&P index. At each monthly expiration, the option either expires worthless if out-of-the money or is
repurchased if in-the-money. Meanwhile the BXM index stays long the S&P. The BXM index mimics a classic one month at-the-money buy-write
strategy.
The PUT index tracks writing naked at-the-money one month S&P 500 put options. This would be the nearest strike below the S&P. The PUT
index is not long the S&P, but consists of writing naked puts and earning interest on the cash set aside to honor a possible exercise. At each
monthly expiration, the option either expires worthless if out-of-the money or is repurchased if in-the-money. The PUT index mimics a classic
one month at-the-money naked put strategy.
What are the returns and volatility of these two indexes vs. the S&P 500 total rate of return index (SPTR)? From July 1986 to October 2009 the
SPTR increased 11.1% CAGR. The returns of both option writing indexes beat the SPTR producing returns of 11.6% for the BXM and 13.5% for
the PUT.
Additionally, the volatility of the two option writing indexes was lower than the SPTR over that same period. The volatility of the SPTR was
15.8% while the volatility of the BXM was 11.2% and the PUT was 10.3%.
Thus it is clear that writing options on stocks produces higher returns and lower volatility vs. owning stocks out write. Option writing basically
reduces both extreme positive and negative monthly returns in exchange for more consistent monthly returns. The average at-the-money call
option yield was 1.7% per month over the 270 period from July 1986. Thus the average monthly return was capped at 1.7% or 22.3%
annually. Conversely, losses of the S&P were reduced by 1.7% on average per month or 22.3% annually.
The highest monthly option yield for the BXM since 1986 was 8.1% in December 2008 while the lowest yield was .5% in July 1993. Option
yields are directly correlated to expected volatility or the VIX. The higher the VIX, the higher the option yield. The lower the VIX, the lower
the option yield.
The returns and volatility were more attractive for the PUT index than the BXM index. The PUT index had higher returns due a variety of
factors including: 1) higher demand for puts vs. calls due to portfolio insurance, 2) interest rates, and 3) market direction.
We would expect the returns using option writing in the WAM Enhanced Income Fund to be far superior to those of the above analysis. The
above figures use only index options for the S&P. We use quantitative screens to find options that have much higher monthly yields than index
options. In addition, we only write on those stocks that our model expects to increase in price over the one month option duration.
Since January 2008 the average monthly option yield of the WAM Enhanced Income Fund was 3.9% on options that were written an average
of 3.8% out-of the money. Over the same period, the average at–the-money one month S&P index option yielded 2.4%.
Our option yields are significantly higher due to: 1) the underlying stocks are more volatile than the indexes, 2) the options are cheaper,
and/or 3) the options are pricing an upcoming event such as an earnings announcement or a corporate action. The stocks we write on do have
higher volatility. But these stocks also have a higher probability of increasing more than the index due to our use of quantitative screening.
– Derek Webb
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